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DISCUSSION
The results of this study suggest that EPDs are gathering 
person DE effectively and in line with best practices. 
Person DE is most often being collected for DELTA- (and 
some CHARLIE-) level codes, which is appropriate given 
that these tend to be in-progress or just-occurred events. 
EPDs are also gathering DE most reliably for cases in 
which the stakes are highest and the importance of a 
description most obvious. For example, although the 
largest number of records occurred on the Suspicious/
Wanted Protocol, that is largely because of the sheer 
number of cases handled on that Protocol. Other, higher 
acuity Protocols, such as those handling trespassers, 
domestic violence, and assault, had much higher rates 
of DE collection—as high as 99% for Missing/Runaway/
Found Person.

The most commonly recorded descriptors were the four 
required items (race, gender, age, and clothing), while 
complexion and demeanor were almost never collected—
perhaps because EPDs presume callers don’t understand 
these terms. Additional training and rules may help EPDs 
understand which are the cases in which additional DE 
information is most useful—when gathering information 
beyond the four required items can be most effective at 
reducing incorrect suspect identification, increasing the 
likelihood of finding a missing person, or reducing harm 
to officers or citizens. Future studies might also examine 
why there is such a gap between collection of race and 
clothing information, when both are required.

CONCLUSION
Different types of events—and different types of 
persons—require somewhat different approaches to 
description gathering, with some events involving well-
known intimates and others involving strangers glanced 
only briefly. EPDs appear to discriminate among these 
different event types while (mostly) making sure to 
collect required information.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Please send any questions or comments to: 
meghan.broadbent@emergencydispatch.org

Also, please see the full report in issue 6.2 of the Annals 
of Emergency Dispatch & Response, coming out in July/
August, 2018.

INTRODUCTION
Identification of persons based on verbal descriptions 
is one of the key skills of police work. This includes 
identifying suspects, but also locating missing persons, 
identifying a person needing help in a public assist call, or 
finding and helping a person who is threatening suicide. 
Correct identification can lead to reduced loss of life, 
reunions of missing persons with their loved ones, and 
apprehension of suspects, while incorrect identification 
can have terrible unintended consequences for both 
officers and civilians.

Unfortunately, accurate and complete descriptions of 
persons involved in crimes can be difficult to achieve. 
Events happen quickly, and emotions are often high. 
Moreover, humans are notoriously poor at describing and 
identifying strangers; witness misidentification has been 
implicated in more than 75% of wrongful convictions later 
overturned by DNA evidence. Eyewitness identification can 
be poor overall, but it becomes increasingly mistaken as 
time passes following the event. One potential means for 
improving identification is to gather complete description 
information is early as possible—for example, at the 
emergency dispatch point.

The primary objective of this study was to provide a 
baseline understanding of persons descriptions gathered 
by Emergency Police Dispatchers (EPDs) using the Police 
Priority Dispatch System (PPDS®).

METHODS
This was a retrospective, descriptive study of PPDS 
person description data. Data were collected from five 
IAED Accredited Centers of Excellence (ACEs). Data 
were collected from ProQA, the logic and inference 
engine software version of the PPDS.

Description information was gathered from data entered 
by EPDs into the Description Essentials (DE) Tool: Person’s 
Description (Fig. 1). The DE Tool automatically opens at 
the point in the call at which the EPD needs to gather a 
person’s description. ProQA logic selects a likely default 
person type, such as “suspect,” “subject,” missing person,” 
or “victim.” The four bolded items are required for every 
case. Additional information gathered depends on the 
caller’s relationship to the person being described and the 
amount of information they know about the person.

R-3.3.3 for Windows was used for data analysis. Descriptive 
statistics were used to present distributions of DE 
collected, both overall and by Chief Complaint Protocol.

RESULTS
The Chief Complaint Protocols on which person DE was most 
commonly recorded were Suspicious/Wanted and Disturbance/
Nuisance (Table 1). However, the Protocols with the highest 
frequency (rate) of DE were Missing/Runaway/Found Person and 
Suicidal Person (Table 2). The common dispatch codes on which 
person DE was recorded were all DELTA- or CHARLIE-level codes.

OTHER RESULTS
The four required DE items were by far the most 
commonly recorded; complexion and demeanor 
were the least common (Fig. 2). The most 
common person type forwhich DE was recorded 
was a suspect, although this varied by Chief 
Complaint (Table 3).
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Table 1:  Chief Complaint Protocols on which person descriptions 
are most commonly recorded

Table 2:  Chief Complaint Protocols with highest rate (frequency) of person DE

Table 3:  Most common persons described, by Chief Complaint Protocol

Figure 1:   Description Essentials (DE) Tool – Person’s Description

Figure 2:   Most commonly recorded descriptors

Top Ten Chief Complaint Protocols n(%)
(N=117,160)

Suspicious/Wanted
Disturbance/Nuisance
Domestic Disturbance/Violence
Trespassing/Unwanted
Public Service
Theft
Harassment/Stalking/Threat
Assault/Sexual Assault
Missing/Runaway/Found Person
Traffic Violation/Complaint/Hazard

20,205 (17.3)
13,008 (11.1)

12,069 (10.3)
11,517 (9.8)

10,519 (9.0)
9.063 (7.7)
5,026 (4.3)
4,812 (4.1)

3,722 (3.2)
3,653 (3.1)

Chief Complaint Protocol N Person Description Provided n(%)

Missing/Runaway/Found Person 3,760 Yes
No

3,722 (99.0)
38 (1.0)

Suicidal Person 2,974 Yes
No

2,888 (97.1)
86 (2.9)

Domestic Disturbance/Violence 13,410 Yes
No

12,069 (90.0)
1,341 (10.0)

Abuse/Abandonment/Neglect 1,852 Yes
No

1,666 (90.0)
186 (10.0)

Robbery/Carjacking 920 Yes
No

824 (89.6)
96 (10.4)

Mental Disorder 2,003 Yes
No

1,763 (88.0)
240 (12.0)

Assault/Sexual Assault 5,575 Yes
No

4,812 (86.3)
763 (13.7)

Indecency/Lewdness 845 Yes
No

725 (85.8)
120 (14.2)

Trespassing/Unwanted 13,434 Yes
No

11,517 (85.7)
1,917 (14.3)

Abduction/Hostage 617 Yes
No

528 (85.6)
89 (14.4)

Person Type Chief Complaint Protocol (too 5, if 5 exist) n(%)

Suspect
(n=93,951)

Suspicious/Wanted
Disturbance/Nuisance
Trespassing/Unwanted
Domestic Disturbance/Violence
Theft

19,798 (21.1)
12,374 (13.2)
11,437 (12.2)
10,951 (11.7)
8,778 (9.3)

Subject
(n=13,210)

Public Service
Suicidal Person
Unknown
Domestic Disturbance/Violence
Suspicious/Wanted

9,515 (72.0)
2,818 (21.3)

220 (1.7)
122 (0.92)
120 (0.91)

Victim
(5,512)

Assault/Sexual Assault
Abuse/Abandonment/Neglect
Domestic Disturbance/Violence
Disturbance/Nuisance
Public Service

1,517 (27.5)
948 (17.2)
939 (17.0)
506 (9.2)
323 (5.92

Missing Person
(3,322)

Missing/Runaway/Found Person
Abduction/Hostage
Public Service
Suspicious/Wanted
Disturbance/Nuisance

3,294 (99.2)
5(0.15)
5 (0.15)
5 (0.15)

3 (0.09)

Contact
(n=679)

Public Service
Alarms
Theft
Suspicious/Wanted
Domestic Disturbance/Violence

147 (21.7)
89(13.1)
58 (8.5)
46 (6.8)
39 (5. 7)

Found person
(n=339)

Missing/Runaway/found Person
Abuse/Abandonment/Neglect
Domestic Disturbance/Violence
Public Service
Administrative

329 (97.1)
5 (1.5)

2 (0.6)
2 (0.6)
1 (0.3)

Witness
(n=135)

Suspicious/Wanted
Theft
Domestic Disturbance/Violence
Disturbance/Nuisance
Traffic Incident

19 (14.1)
17 (12.6)
14 (10.4)
10 (7.4)
9 (6.7)
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